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I. INTRODUCTION

J.HE present review of information on the tempera-
tures of neutral particles Tg, ions Tj, and electrons
T e in the earth's ionosphere includes only data ob-
tained with the aid of devices mounted on rockets and
satellites, since information concerning earth-based
observations (including determination of Tg by
measuring the deceleration of artificial satellites)
are contained in the simultaneously published review
of J. V. Evans [1].

The problem of preparing this review was greatly
facilitated by the fact that many good reviews were
published recently, devoted to the temperature meas-
urements in the ionosphere: the reviews of
Bourdeau [2], Evans [3 ,̂ Breus and Gdalevich ^\ and
the temperature section of the report by Champion ^ .
Nonetheless, new experimental data, worthy of con-
siderable attention and comparison, were published
in 1965-1966.

The temperatures of neutral and charged particles
are among the most important characteristics of the
ionosphere. Their ratios react sensitively to varia-
tions of the remaining parameters of the ionosphere;
by comparing the distributions of Tg, Ti, and T e it
is possible to estimate and localize the known sources
of heat, and to establish the existence of other sources
of heat still unobserved by modern instruments.
Therefore the increasing attention paid to tempera-
ture investigations of the ionosphere is perfectly
natural.

Although the topic and the space allowed for the
present review do not make it possible to consider
questions involved in the methodology of determining
Tg, Tj, and Te, it is useful to make a few remarks
on the role and certain peculiarities of measurements
made with the aid of instruments mounted on rockets
or satellites.

Land-based measurements of the temperature of
the ionosphere (as well as other non-rocket r e -
searches) have tremendous advantages over rocket
investigations, namely that the data are statistically
abundant and relatively cheap to obtain.

*Review article delivered at the Symposium on Physics and
Solar-terrestrial Relations, Belgrade, August, 1966.

It is just the land-based observations of the de-
celeration of satellites which served as the basis for
modern models of the upper atmosphere, including
the temperature models. The developing research of
the ionosphere by the method of incoherent radio
wave scattering, the temperature aspects of which
are considered in Evans' review , make it possible
to determine a large number of ionospheric parame-
ters with increasing assurance of the reliability of
their determination. Nonetheless, such measurements
have certain shortcomings which are difficult to
eliminate. Thus, unless additional data are employed,
observations of the deceleration of satellites cannot
separate effects produced by the change in the mass
from those produced by the change in temperature; it
is impossible to record some short-duration state of
the medium, for example, it is impossible to deter-
mine the temperature of a sufficiently small section
of the atmosphere. In other words, the method con-
tains inherently a certain ambiguity and a low resolu-
tion, both in time and in altitude. Such features are
inherent to some degree also in the method of investi-
gating the ionosphere with the aid of incoherent scat-
tering (see '•3-').

By using rocket-borne instruments it is possible
in principle to determine the parameters of the
medium uniquely and with high resolution in both
time and altitude. Therefore, although the number of
rocket launchings into the ionosphere are few, owing
to the high cost, they are very important, since a
comparison of the results of rocket measurements
with the results of land-based measurements of the
same quantities make the latter unique and provide
assurance of the correctness of land-based measure-
ments. In some cases, on the other hand, rocket
methods yield information which cannot be obtained
at all by other means.

Temperature measurements on rockets and satel-
lites, connected with registration and analysis of the
particles having the lowest energies, are among the
most difficult rocket experiments, and therefore most
experimenters have devoted considerable efforts to
ensure and check the reliability of the measured r e -
sults. Thus, several types of probes were placed on
Japanese rockets to measure simultaneously the same
quantity [6-i; in many rockets launched in the USA, the
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measurements were made with probes that were
separable from the rockets (to reduce the perturba-
tions introduced into the medium by the rocket) [7>8];
identical probes, but differently disposed on the
satellite, were used simultaneously (this was done ^
both on the Soviet satellite Kosmos-2 ^ and on the
British-American Ariel-1 [ 1 0 ]) ; rockets traveling
relatively close to a satellite were launched in the
USA [3]; the data obtained with the aid of rocket
probes were compared with data of land-based
measurements ^ . The results of the experiments
lead to the conclusion that in most cases the informa-
tion obtained with instruments mounted on rockets
and satellites concerning the particle temperatures
is sufficiently reliable.

The main experiments on rockets and satellites,
which pertain to the distribution of the particle tem-
perature in the ionosphere, were performed after
1960. The main theoretical and semi-empirical
models were produced also in the sixties.

According to the Harris-Priester model ^n , in
which they introduce, besides the ultraviolet radiation
from the sun, also a heat source (presumably con-
nected with the solar corpuscular radiation), Tg in-
creases monotonically to the height of the " thermo-
pause," which is the base of the isothermal zone; the
height of the thermopause and the value of Tg in the
isothermal zone change as functions of the index S
(equal to the flux of decimeter radio emission from
the sun in W-m~2 sec"1) and of the local time.

Work on bringing closer together the models of
the upper atmosphere and the data observed in ex-
periments are continuing. Figure 1, taken from one
of the latest papers ^ , shows the dependence of the
isothermal zone on S according to Harris-Priester,
Yakiya, and Izakov.

The values of T e in the daytime ionosphere were
calculated by Hanson and Johnson[13], Hanson[14],
Dalgarno et al. ^ , and recently by Geisler and
Bow hill ^iS\ The calculations of[14>15] were published
in 1963, when there were still no detailed experi-
mental profiles of T e( H). The scheme of these cal-
culations is as follows: a) The rates of photoioniza-
tion and of the photoelectron energy loss processes
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the temperature of the neutral particles

Tg in the isothermal region on the flux of solar radio emission
Si12].

are examined; these are used to determine the rate
of heat influx per unit volume of the electron gas in
the ionosphere, b) The rate of cooling of the electron
gas (by inelastic collisions with the neutral particles
at H £ 250 km and by elastic (Coulomb) collisions
with ions at H £ 250 km) are considered; Hanson[13]

takes into account the thermal conductivity of the
electron gas at altitudes H>600km; Dalgarno et al .
neglect the thermal conductivity. In both models t14'15^
the rates of heating and cooling of the electron gas
are assumed equal at all altitudes, making it possible
to determine the distribution of T e over the altitude.
According to both models, Te begins to increase
compared with Tg starting with an altitude of H
H ~ 120 km, reaching a maximum at H ~ 220 km;
further increase of H leads to resumption of the
thermal equilibrium at H ~ 350 km. According
to t14 '15], the following relation holds when
H £ 300 km:

71 71 Q IT&IV
1 e I g ~Zf 1 e •

where Q is the influx of heat per cm3 of electron gas
(in eV-cm"3 sec"1) and n e is the electron density
in cm"3. As regards Tj, according to [ 1 4 ] Tj — T e

when H ̂  1000 km. Bourdeau ^ pointed out the need
for theoretically considering the possibility of non-
local contribution of energy from solar ultraviolet
radiation, i.e., the possibility of transfer of absorbed
energy at other altitudes. Geisler and Bowhill '-16-'
have shown in their calculations that it is necessary,
especially under conditions corresponding to the
minimum of solar activity, to take into account the
thermal conductivity of the electron gas at altitudes
much lower than assumed by Hanson ^u\ Allowance
for thermal conductivity, i.e., allowance for the pos-
sibility of heat transfer at higher altitudes, leads in
this case to T e (H) profiles which differ significantly
from those calculated in'-13-' and ' - 1 , in which T e not
only does not decrease with altitude at H = 220 km,
but may even have a certain positive gradient. The
authors of[16-1 propose that under the conditions of
minimum solar activity, the profiles of T e ( H)
should have a form similar to that calculated in '-14-'
and'-1 . The question of the agreement between the
experimental T e ( H) profiles with the theoretical
ones at moderate and low solar activities will be
discussed in Sec. Ill of this review; as to the altitude
distributions of T e ( H) corresponding to maximum
solar activity, to compare them with the theoretical
models it becomes necessary to expect the next max-
imum of the solar cycle, since, as was already noted,
there exist no such experimental data for 1957—1958.

Since 1959, when experiments with charged-
particle traps mounted on Soviet lunar rockets have
reliably established the existence of a plasma sheath
around the earth, with thermal velocities of the ions
at altitudes reaching ~20 000 km (Gringauz,
Besrukikh, et al.17-'), this region has not been given
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a universal ly accepted name . Thus, for example, in
different a r t i c l e s it is cal led " t h e ionized component
of the g e o c o r o n a " (Gringauz et al.^18-1), the " p r o t o n o -
s p h e r e " (Geis ler and Bowhill [ 1 6 ' 1 9 ] ) , the " m a g n e t o -
i o n o s p h e r e " (Taylor et alJ2 0-1), " p l a s m a s p h e r e "
(Carpenter '-2 1^), e t c . Apparently the mos t sui table
name for this zone i s " p e r i p h e r a l region of the iono-
s p h e r e " ; this is will be used in the p r e sen t review.

According to the theore t ica l e s t ima tes of Ge i s le r
and Bowhill ^ls , at heights considerably l a r g e r than
1000 km, we have Tj = T e = T (this is a l so obtained
i n [ 1 4 ] ) , but the value of T is l a r g e r than in [ 1 4 ] ; a t a
dis tance of 8000 km along the magnetic force line
c ros s ing the H = 1000 km level at the geomagnetic
latitude L = 40°, depending on the phase of the s o l a r -
act ivi ty cycle (according to [ 1 9 ] ) , T should range from
3000 to 3400°.

In concluding this sect ion it should be noted that
a l l the theore t ica l calculat ions of the cha rged-pa r t i c l e
t e m p e r a t u r e s in the ionosphere, repor ted in '-13 l e ,
include s tages in which ce r ta in not fully re l iable e s -
t imates a r e used (for example, the determinat ion of
the r a t e s of photoelectron generat ion and of the i r
mean energ ies a t different a l t i tudes) . In addition,
the re is p rac t ica l ly no doubt that the re exis t additional
s o u r c e s of heating of charged pa r t i c l e s (fluxes of
nonthermal pa r t i c l e s , hydromagnetic waves, e lec t r ic
fields), which a r e not taken into account in the theo-
re t i ca l calculat ions of ^ii'11\ There is therefore no
reasons for always expecting the exper imenta l r e -
su l t s to a g r e e with the calculat ions; a theore t ica l
model of the cha rged-pa r t i c l e t empera tu re d i s t r ibu-
tion can be regarded as fully sa t i s fac tory if it qual i -
tat ively a g r e e s with exper imenta l data and gives
approximately c lose quantitative r e s u l t s .

II. MEASUREMENTS OF T g WITH THE AID OF
DEVICES MOUNTED ON ROCKETS AND
SATELLITES

The neu t ra l -pa r t i c l e t empera tu re T in the upper
a tmosphere is de te rmine essent ia l ly by one of two
methods . The f i r s t cons is t s in the following: The
alti tude dis tr ibut ion of the density is f i r s t d e t e r -
mined, and Tg is then calculated from the height of
the homogeneous a tmosphere (altitude sca le ) . The
other method consis ts in expelling a chemical reagent
from the rocket into the investigated a tmosphere
(Na, K, A1O) and measur ing the Doppler broadening
of the resonant radiat ion of its pa r t i c l e s , produced
under the influence of the so l a r radiat ion.

Both methods give data that a r e averaged over the
alt i tude; in the second case , the averaging interval is
de termined by the dimensions of the luminous cloud
(since the luminosity observed on ea r th is de termined
not only by the par t i c les of the surface layer of the
cloud, but a l so by the par t i c les in its en t i re thickness
along the line of sight to the obse rve r ) .

The altitude sca le (H = R T g / M g ) depends e s s e n -
t ial ly on the average molecu la r weight M; therefore
for an exact determinat ion of Tg it is n e c e s s a r y to
know the m a s s spec t rum of the pa r t i c l e s in the in-
vest igated region. If H is de te rmined for one com-
ponent of the mixture of neut ra l gases from m a s s -
spec t roscopic m e a s u r e m e n t s , then the value of Tg is
de termined with higher accuracy than from data ob-
tained by alt i tude measu remen t s of the a tmosphere
density with the aid of manomete r s mounted on
rockets (let alone the data based on analysis of
sa te l l i te dece lera t ion) .

The continuous curves in F ig . 2 show the values
of Tg de termined from data of Soviet m a s s - s p e c t r o -
m e t r i c m e a s u r e m e n t s . These resu l t s were obtained
by launching geophysical rockets at medium latitude
of the USSR (Pokhunkov [ 2 2 > 2 3 ]) . The value of T g was
de termined by two methods: (a) by measu r ing the
alt i tude var ia t ion of the re la t ive concentra t ions of
two iner t gases , and (b) by determining the alt i tude
distr ibution of the par t ia l p r e s s u r e of one component
of the mixture of neut ra l g a s e s . To m e a s u r e the t e m -
p e r a t u r e by method (a) it is n e c e s s a r y that a s table
gravi tat ional separa t ion exis t in the a tmosphe re ;
according to rocket exper iments with m a s s s p e c t r o m -
e t e r s , this exis ts a t al t i tudes ~ 110 k m . The e r r o r s
in the determinat ion of Tg a r e es t imated by the
author of the exper iments to be 10% of the m e a s u r e d
va lues . In all t h ree exper iments , it is seen that Tg
inc rea se s s ta r t ing with H ~ 100 km. The f i rs t two
m e a s u r e m e n t s cor respond to an average level of
s o l a r activity (the flux of radio emiss ion from the
sun at wavelength X = 10.7 cm i s S = 175 in units of
1O"22 W/m 2 Hz) ; in the thi rd m e a s u r e m e n t (1961),
S = 100. According to these data, the thermopause
(lower l imit of the i so thermal zone) is located much
higher than 200 km (during the t ime of the exper iment
of 15 November 1961 i t s al t i tude was > 300 k m ) , and
Tg in the i so thermal zone is ~1500°. We note that
the exis tence of the i so the rmal zone is seen only on
the curve of 15 November 1961; the f i rs t two m e a s -
urements were apparent ly made at insufficient a l t i -
tudes .

Blamont, Lory, and the i r co -worke r s , s ta r t ing
with 1960 C2 4 '2 5 '2 6\ pe r fo rmed a number of e x p e r i -
ments a imed at determining Tg. Chemical reagents
were expelled from rockets launched in Alg iers and
in the USA during the sun r i s e and sunse t twilight, and
a study was made of the broadening of the resonance
l ines of K and Na and of the A1O bands, which
fluoresce under the influence of so l a r radiat ion. The
s a m e F ig . 2 shows some re su l t s obtained for T g by
Blamont '•25 . The number of m e a s u r e m e n t s per formed
by Blamont ' s group at alt i tudes > 200 km is a lso
smal l and insufficient to confirm the exis tence of an
i so thermal zone and determine i ts t empera tu re and
height of the the rma l pause . At al t i tudes from ~210
to ~410 km, there a r e no m e a s u r e m e n t s on the 1961
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FIG. 2. Temperature of neutral particles as measured by Po-
khunkov and by Blamont et al.["~25]

curve, and if this zone contained a minimum or max-
imum of Tg) the measurements did not reveal it. All
the data pertaining to altitudes ~ 150 km, obtained
in different years by the mass-spectrometric method
and by measuring the broadening of the resonance
luminescence lines of K and Na, are relatively
close to each other and give the impression of a
small dependence of T g at these altitudes on the
phase of the solar cycle. Although it follows from
the plot of the data of Blamont et al., dating back to
1961, that the thermopause is located in these meas-
urements at a lower altitude than follows from the
data of Pokhunkov, which also were obtained in the
fall of 1961, and the temperature above it is lower, it
must be borne in mind that these measurements were
carried out in different geographic regions and, what
is particularly important, at essentially different
local times (the measurements on the Soviet rocket
of 1961 were carried out at I6 n local time.

Spencer, Brace, et al. [27 ] determined Tg by a
device that became detached from four rockets
launched in 1962-1964 over Wallops Island (Virginia,
USA) during different times of the day, daytime,
during sunset, at night, and also during the solar
eclipse of 20 June 1963. These devices were called
by them "thermospheric probes" and contained an
omegatron mass spectrometer, tuned to definite
partial concentrations of one component of the neutral
atmosphere (N2), as well as Langmuir probes.
These exceedingly interesting experiments have
revealed good agreement between the experimentally

determined Tg = TN 2 with the values of T g deter-
mined by the Harris-Priester model [11] . Figure 3
shows T g (H) profiles obtained during the time of
these four experiments (data on the measurements of
Te, obtained during the time of the same experiments,
are given in Sec. IV of the present review). In all
four Tg( H) profiles one can see clearly the exist-
ence of an isothermal zone; the height of the thermal
pause for the local time ~16 n is smaller than in the
results shown in Fig. 1 pertaining to 1961 - this is
natural, since it reflects the smaller influx of heat
in the upper atmosphere in 1963, compared with
1961; for the same reason, the height of the thermal
pause is lower during sunset than in daylight.

Although the data presented on rocket measure-
ments by Pokhunkov, Blamont, Spencer, Brace, et al.,
are certainly not equivalent from the point of view
of the statistics to the results obtained for Tg by
observing the deceleration of satellites, they are very
important because of the large time resolution,
locality, and uniqueness of interpretation of their
results.

The rocket-measurement data presented above
either confirm the existence of an isothermal zone
at altitudes larger than 200—300 km, or do not con-
tradict its existence. However, the published values
of T g include also some that indicate a nonmonotonic
variation of Tg at the indicated altitudes. Thus,
Mikhnevich[28J" concluded, after reducing results of
manometric measurements performed on geophysical
rockets rising to 450 km, that during the time of
the measurements the value of T g had minima at
altitudes from 200 to 300 km.

It seems to us that the data gathered todate on the
Tg profiles are insufficient to negate the possibility
of at least a short-duration existence of altitude dis-
tributions similar to those presented in'-28-'.

T g was also determined by instruments mounted
on the American aeronomical satellite Explorer-17,
which was launched in April 1963 on an eccentric
orbit (perigee 258 km, apogee 420 km). Newton et al
determined T g from altitude measurements of the
density, which was measured on this satellite with the
aid of manometers; the average mass of the particles
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FIG. 3. Altitude distribution of Tg(H) obtained during four
launchings of rockets in 1963-1964 by Spencer et al.[27]
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FIG. 4. Tg as measured on Explorer-17 with the aid of manom-
eters ["]. The solid curve shows the values of Tg in accordance
with the Harris-Priester model for S = 90.

was determined from mass-spectrometer data '-29 .
According to the estimate of the authors of the ex-
periment, the e r ro r in the determination of Tg is
probably lower than ±20%. Figure 4 shows a plot of
the values of Tg, obtained at different local times
(black dots at altitudes H ~ 400 km, circles at alti-
tudes H > 400 km). The solid curve shows the de-
pendence of Tg on the local time, corresponding to
the Harr is-Priester model for S = 90. The appreci-
able scatter of the points in the interval from 3 to 7
hours offers evidence of a large scatter of the alti-
tude scale. The authors of ^29-' believe that the causes
of this scatter are not clear - it may be connected
with variations of the temperature or of the average
particle mass or both, or else with the violation of
the diffusion equilibrium. The values of Tg vary
approximately by a factor of 2 (from -500 to -1000°).
It is noted in f29-1 that an analysis of the results ob-
tained in the altitude interval 500—600 km continues,
in order to separate the effects connected with
changes in the particle mass from effects connected
with temperature variations.

All the T data presented above were obtained by
reducing the results of such measurements of the
physical characteristics (altitude scale, Doppler
broadening of the resonance line) which are con-
nected with averaging over relatively large regions
of the ionosphere. Yet it is possible in principle to
make direct absolute measurements of Tg which are
much more localized.

In 1961 such a possibility was pointed out by
Pressman and Yatsenko '-30 , who proposed to use for
this purpose measurements of particle fluxes flowing
into two narrow tubes located at different angles to
the velocity vector of the space vehicle, and who
presented an appropriate theory.* The difficulties in
the realization of such measurements are purely
technical and are connected with the problems in-
volved in determining accurately the orientation of

the space vehicle and measurement of very small
currents. Analogous difficulties are encountered in
the realization of another closely-related method of
measuring Tg, called by Spencer, Brace, et al. the
"velocity scanning method" and consisting of deter-
mining Tg from the depth of modulation of the cur-
rent of the omega mass spectrometer, due to the
periodic variations of the orientation of its input
aperture as a result of rotation of the thermospheric
probe [27]. The authors of[27] attempted to use the
experimentally observed modulation of the mass-
spectrometer current on thermophysical probes to
effect an absolute measurement of Tg; the prelimi-
nary results published to date are apparently some-
what overvalued. There is no doubt, however, that
such methods are quite promising. There is every
reason to expect the technical difficulties to be over-
come and the reliability, and especially the altitude
resolution, with which Tg is determined to become
much higher.

III. MEASUREMENTS OF Tj

The number of reported attempts of measuring Ti
directly with instruments mounted on rockets and
satellites is small; the number of successful at-
tempts is even smaller.

Sharp, Hanson, and McKibbin performed an ex-
periment aimed at directly determining Tj by meas-
uring the ion velocity distribution using the retarded-
potential method and a flat ion trap '-31 . Such traps
were mounted on two satellites, launched in 1961 and
1962 on nearly-circular orbits, with large inclina-
tions to the equator. The directions of the normals
to the trap were close to the directions of the
satellite-velocity vectors. On the first satellite
(altitudes from -230 to -240 km), the calculated
values of T^ fluctuated from one cycle of changes in
the retarding potential to the other, within a range
from -1200 to -2400°; in the second (altitude
H ~ 245 - 280 km), Tj fluctuated from -600 to
- 1800; with this, in some cases the values of Tj
turned out to be lower than the expected values of
Tg. The authors note that since the instrument should
in principle be an excellent means of measuring Tj,
the results are highly disappointing.

Three-electrode ion traps of the honeycomb type
were installed on the satellite Kosmos-2 (April 1962,

[9] [32] i

*The author of the present review has learned, after the end of
the Belgrade symposium, of a paper in which a similar method was
proposed earlier ["].

Gringauz et al.L \ Afonin et al.L J) for the measure-
ment of T^; in these traps, the external grids were
replaced by fittings consisting of parallel tubes which
were long compared with their transverse dimension.
The principle of measuring Tj by such a trap is
similar to the principle of measuring Tg with the
aid of a narrow tube, as mentioned at the end of the
preceding section. Since the Kosmos-2 satellite
executed a complicated rotation, the determination
of Ti with the aid of the honeycomb traps were pos-
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FIG. 5. Results of measurements of Tj over one month with the
aid of a charged-particle trap mounted on Ariel-1 ["].

sible only in a few cases, when the orientation of the
satellite was suitable for this purpose. The meas-
ured values of T^ pertain to the daytime and to alti-
tudes <400 km. They are approximately half as
large as the values of T e measured simultaneously
with the aid of Langmuir probes; thus, Ti = 1300°
± 200° for H = 260 km and 1500° ± 200° for
H = 300 km.

The values of T^ were determined from data of a
spherical ion trap mounted on the British-American
satellite Ariel-1 launched in April 1962 (Boyd and
Rait I-33-'). The values were determined from the
width of the peak of the plot of the second derivative
of the collector current, corresponding to the O+ ions
in the altitude interval 400—600 km, from data ob-
tained approximately over one month; the local solar
time varied within a range of two hours. The meas-
ured values of Tj are shown in Fig. 5. According to
the authors' estimate, the e r ror of each individual
determination does not exceed 200°. Therefore the
scatter of the points apparently reflects real differ-
ences in the measured temperatures. They are partly
due to the fact that the measurements were made at
different local solar times, and partly connected with
seasonal variations of T* and with variations of the
magnetic activity. The main conclusion is that there
exist real variations of T^ of oxygen ions from day
to day, amounting to several hundred degrees, and
there is a tendency for T i0+ to increase with in-
creasing latitude. The two lines parallel to the
abscissa axis in Fig. 5 represent the values of Tg in
accordance with the Harr is-Pr ies ter model for local
time 1011 and 12*1, while the continuous curve repre-
sents the values of Tj calculated by Wilmor from the
T^ data obtained on Ariel-1, under the assumption
that the neutral gas is heated by the electrons via
Coulomb interactions between the electrons and the
ions. The authors of1-32-1 note that since the rate of
energy exchange between particles depends noticeably

500 WOO 7500 2000 ZSOO 3000 T,°K

FIG. 6. Tj(H) and Te(H) profiles corresponding to noontime in
August 1962.H

on the mass of the ions, the experimentally observed
scatter of values of Tj can be connected with varia-
tions of the ionic composition.

The altitude profile Ti(H) was obtained (simul-
taneously with the T e ( H)) profile) by Nagy et al. [34]

at altitudes from 180 to ~ 365 km during daytime on
3 August 1962 with the aid of a device, separated
from the rocket, consisting of a spherical ion trap
and a Langmuir probe (Fig. 6). The entire indicated
interval is isothermal from the point of view of
T^(Ti~ 1800°): T e increased monotonically with
altitude, exceeding T^ appreciably at all altitudes.
Attention must be called to the fact that the form of
T e ( H) in Fig. 6 greatly contradicts the theoretical
models of Hanson[13] and Dalgarno [14] ( T e has no
maximum near H ~ 220 km).

It seems somewhat strange that no further at-
tempts to measure T^ by direct methods at altitudes
H < 1000 km were made since 1962, judging from the
published data.

Inasmuch as we know, the first rough estimate of
T: in the peripheral region of the ionosphere
(H ~ 20 000 km) was made by Gringauz, Bezrukihk,
et al. in '-17-', where it was indicated that T^ does not
exceed several times 10 000 degrees.

Gringauz, Bezrukikh, and Breus [35] proposed to
use, for the estimate of Tj, modulation of the collec-
tor current in an iron trap with zero potential on the
outer grid, resulting from rotation of the spacecraft.
The application of this method to certain results ob-
tained on the satellite Elektron-2[3e:i has made it
possible to lower the upper limit of the possible
values of TA at altitudes ~5000—7500 km to
9000—10 000°; actually, T^ is apparently much lower
than the indicated value at these altitudes.
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IV. MEASUREMENT OF T e

A. Vertical Distribution of Te (Rocket Measurements
of T e )

The most reliable determinations of the vertical
distribution of Te are obtained, of course, during
measurements carried out when rockets are launched
on trajectories that are close to vertical. Among the
first published results of rocket measurements of T e

are those obtained in Japan (Aono, Hirao,
Miyasaki^37'6-1) and in the USA (Brace, Spencer, et
al.'-7'8^). The aggregate of these results has shown
that although the measured values of T e are some-
times low at altitudes H £ 150 km (-1000—1200°),
and are apparently close to Tg, nevertheless at other
times one observes at these altitudes also high values
of T e (up to ~2000°K), thus evidencing undisputed
absence of thermal equilibrium during the time of
these measurements; T e increased with increasing
altitude, reaching values close to 3000° in daytime
experiments t7'8-1. Subsequently, such high values of
T e were observed many times in experiments per-
formed both on rockets and on satellites.

The absence of thermal equilibrium in the F
region of the ionosphere was quite clearly revealed by
the experiments of Spencer et al. with the aid of
thermospheric probes [8-1; these experiments were
already mentioned in Sec. II. Figure 7 shows the re -
sults of two measurements made in 1963 with two
rockets launched from Wollops Island (Virginia, USA).
Both rockets were launched at the same local time
(~16h - 17n), the first on 18 April and the second
on 20 July. The figure shows the data obtained
during the launching of the rockets. We shall con-
sider first the data of 18 April. A comparison of the
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measured values of T e and Tg demonstrates con-
vincingly the absence of thermal equilibrium in the F
region of the ionosphere; at H = 250 km the value
Tp ~ 2000° is more than double the value of To-. The
second pair of diagrams, which show the results of
the measurements of 20 July 1963, reflect the state
of the ionosphere during the time of an eclipse. During
the time of the rocket travel, the covered part of the
surface of the solar photosphere was 85 to 75% of its
total surface.

These measurements, together with those made on
rockets launched during the time of the same eclipse
at Ft. Churchill (Smith[38-1), present remarkable ex-
perimental evidence that the ultraviolet radiation of
the sun is the principle source of electron heating in
the F region of the ionosphere.

If we compare the values of T e and Tg in Fig. 7,
corresponding to 18 April and 20 July, then we can
see that T e during the eclipse is only ~V2 of the
value of T e under normal conditions. We note that
Tg during the time of the eclipse differs from the
value of Tg of 18 April much less, although it is also
somewhat lower. At altitudes below 150 km, the dif-
ferences between the values of T e on 18 April and on
20 July are insignificant (in both cases T e ~ 1000").
Both the differences between the T e curves at sec-
tions higher than ~150 km, and their similarity at
lower latitudes, are not the results of seasonal varia-
tions (April—July). This is seen from the fact that a
similar effect was observed by Smith et al. from data
of Langmuir probes mounted on four rockets launched
within approximately one hour during the time of the
same solar eclipse of 20 July 1963 (the maximum
eclipse was at 21"06' UT), and after the eclipse at
Ft. Churchill (Fig. 8). The extreme right curve cor-
responds to the rocket launched after the end of the
eclipse. Below H = 150 km, the value of T e changes
little at the end of the eclipse (the measurement
e r ro r is ±100°K), and increases sharply in the alti-
tude interval 150—190 km.

The measurements of ^8'38^ show quite clearly that,
as noted above, the solar ultraviolet radiation is the

H, km
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FIG. 7. Te(H) and Tg(H) obtained during the time of two rocket
launchings in 1963.[*]

0 ZOO

FIG. 8. Te(H) profiles obtained from four rocket launchings
over Fort Churchill during the eclipse of 20 July 1963 by Smith
et al.[3']
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FIG. 9. Te(H) profiles obtained by a group headed by Brace and
Spencer in 1961-1964. The curve for 3 August 1962 was obtained by
Nagy [34L

principal source of electron heating in the F region
of the ionosphere, and also that this radiation is not
the main source of electron heating in the E region,
in which, undoubtedly, there is some other source
(for example, the electric field produced by the
dynamo effect).

At the same time, the dependence of n e in the E
region on the far shortwave radiation of the sun has
been well known for a long time, both from the
diurnal variation of the critical frequencies foE a s

obtained from data of ionospheric stations, and from
the ionospheric experiments during the time of solar
eclipses (see, for example, N. D. Papaleksi[39-1,
1938). This dependence came fully into play during
the time of the indicated rocket experiments of Smith
et al. [38 ] (who reached the conclusion that the daytime
E region is produced essentially by x rays from the
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FIG. 11. Te(H) profile obtained with the aid of Langmuir probes
mounted on a rocket by Gdalevich, Gringauz, et al. [41] in morning
hours in September 1965 at medium latitudes.

sun). Thus, the solar radiation, being the main source
of ionization of the E region, is not the main source
of electron heating of this region.

Of considerable interest are the results of the
rocket experiments aimed at measuring Te, carried
out by Ulwick, Pfister, et al. with rockets launched
in Ft. Churchill on 8 February 1964 directly into the
region of the visible aurora'- . At altitudes
300—320 km, values T e ~ 5000° were observed,
much higher than the values of T e usually observed
in the ionosphere.

The great variety of the T e ( H) profiles obtained
at medium latitudes by the group of Spencer and
Brace in 1961—1964 is illustrated in Fig. 9. The
same figure shows the T e ( H) curve (Nagy et al.)
shown earlier in Fig. 6. Besides the daytime results,
which are similar to the theoretical models of Han-
son and Dalgarno ' *, daytime results were ob-
tained contradicting these models, and also T e ( H)
profiles pertaining to different times of the day, for
which no theoretical calculations have been made as
yet.

Interesting results were reported in 1965 by
Blamont et al.'-26-' on the measurement of Tg by means
of the resonant luminescence of K and A1O, and on
the measurements of T e performed by Bourdeau with
the aid of Langmuir probes during the time of
launching of two rockets in Sahara in 1964 in twilight
(Fig. 10), which revealed a deep minimum at 275 km.

Langmuir probes on a geophysical rocket launched
in the morning hours to an altitude ~500 km in
medium latitudes of SSSR in September 1965 yielded
the T e (H) profile shown in Fig. 11 (Gringauz,

FIG. 10. Results of simultaneous measurements of Te, carried
out by Bourdeau, and of Tg, carried out by Blamont, during the time
of two satellite launchings during twilight in the Sahara ["].

*It is reported in the Cospar Information Bulletin (27, 115, 1965)
that a maximum of Te was observed at H = 300 km with the aid of
the L-3-1 rocket launched in Japan on 11 July 1964 to a height of
H = 850 km at llh50' local time.
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H, km

FIG. 12. Te(H) profile obtained by Hirao with a Japanese rocket.
It shows clearly the alternation of maxima and minima of Te at dif-
ferent altitudes ["].

Gdalevich, et al.1-41-1). The plot was obtained during
the rise of the rocket; each point is the result of
averaging of the values of T e obtained in an altitude
interval of ~50 km. The solid curve shows an un-
disputed tendency for T e to increase with altitude,
although the arrangement of the points has an oscil-
lating character. These results are reported in
greater detail in a paper by Gdalevich et al., p re -
sented at the present symposium. The results of the
Ariel-1 satellite [42-', point to an increase of Tg with
altitude at heights larger than 400 km in 1962 ^2 ] .

As already noted in the introduction, Geisler and
Bowhill ^16-' have shown that a proper allowance for
the thermal conductivity of the electron gas makes it
possible to obtain a greater variety of T e ( H) pro-
files than afforded by the earlier models C14.153. They
noted that the absence of a maximum of Te at alti-
tudes ~220 km may be possibly due to insufficient
efficiency of cooling of the electron gas at high alti-
tudes under the conditions of the minimum of solar
activity, in connection with the appreciable decrease
of the electron concentration during that period, and
the corresponding decrease in the efficiency of elec-
tron cooling by heat transfer to other particles.

Interesting results of the measurements of Te,
carried out in Japan in August 1965 with rockets
launched at approximately l l n local time to a height
of more than 700 km, were reported by Hirao'-43-1.

The measurements, performed by the high frequency
probe methods, have shown that besides having a
general tendency to increase with altitude, the Te( H)
distribution has a number of minima and maxima,
and that T e has a unique " layered" structure with
" l aye r " thickness (defined as the distance between
the neighboring maxima or minima) on the order of
100—150 km (Fig. 12). A similar form of T e ( H)
was obtained also by another Japanese rocket
launched in 1965 to an altitude more than 300 km [43].
The author advances considerations in favor of the
premise that such altitude oscillations of T e are due
not to oscillations of the intensity of the heat source
Q, but oscillations in the heat loss, which are ap-
parently connected with altitude variations of the
concentration and chemical composition of the ions
and neutral particles. No arguments of aeronomic
character favoring the existence of such variations
are presented by the author. One can note, however,
that the oscillatory character of the arrangement of
the points on the preceding figure (see Fig. 11) r e -
calls somewhat the results reported by Hirao. Thus,
part of the results of the rocket measurements of
T e do not agree with the theoretical models of
T e ( H) produced to date, and further experimental
and theoretical investigations of this problem are
necessary.

Although rocket measurements of T e in the iono-
sphere were made in several regions of the world
(Japan [6'43], USA[7'8'34], Canada r38 '40], Algiers [26],
USSR'-41-'), the fact that the measurements were not
made simultaneously and that their number is not
large makes it impossible, in our opinion, to draw
from them any conclusions concerning the depend-
ence of T e on the latitude, on the local time, etc.
Such conclusions can be drawn on the basis of
satellite measurements.

B. Dependence of Te on the Local Time, Latitude,
etc. (Measurements of Te on Satellites)

The table lists data on certain satellites used to
measure T e by probe methods.

Probe measurements of Te with the Explorer-8
satellites were made by Bourdeau et al.'-44'45-'. The
eccentricity of the orbit and the fact that the measure-
ments were made only during the time when direct

Name

Explorer-8
Kosmos-2 . . . . _ .
Ariel-1 , •
Ariel-1
Ariel-1
Explorer-17 . . . . . .
Explorer-22 -
IMP-2

Launching date

3.11 1960
7,.O4 1962

26.04 .1962
June 1962
July 1962
3.04 1963
9.10 1964
4.10 1964

Perigee, km

425
212
400
260
160
258

1000
200

Apogee, km

•2 400
1540
1 200

317
181
920

1000
95 016

Inclination
to equator

50°
49
54
75
75
58
80

33,53°
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radio communication with the earth was possible,
has made it necessary for the authors of the experi-
ment to analyze the results by making the simplifying
assumption that T e is independent of the altitude.
The most important and reliable results of the ex-
periment was the observation of a considerable peak
of T e near the sunrise time (up to 2.5 Tg).

The satellite Kosmos-2 was used to measure T e

in the altitude interval from 212 to 550 km only dur-
ing the daytime and when direct radio communication
between the satellite and the earth was possible
(Gringauz, Gorozhankii, et al.[9:i, Alfonin et al. [32: i).
The insufficient amount of data on T e did not give
the authors of the experiments any grounds for
attempting to separate the influence exerted on Te
by latitudinal and by other variations. The measured
daytime values of T e in the region F of the iono-
sphere ranged from 1800 to ~3000°; at those points
where the values of T^ were measured simultaneously,
the values of T e exceeded T^ by 2—2.5 times, thus
indicating absence of thermal equilibrium.

The measurements of T e on the satellite Ariel-1
were made with the aid of two flat Langmuir probes;
the results of the measurements were memorized
along the entire satellite orbit (Bowen, Boyd, et alSi2^,
Willmore [4e-1). This yielded a large amount of data,
but simultaneous measurements of the altitude, lati-
tude, and local solar time along the orbit of the
satellite made the separation of the influence ex-
erted on T e of each of the indicated factors a diffi-
cult task. The authors of[42] and146-1, to study the in-
fluence of these factors separately, subjected the
primary results to a complicated statistical analysis,
assuming the seasonal variations of T e during the
four-months' period to be negligibly small. Data of
T e pertaining to individual revolutions of the
satellite, were not published. From the published
results of the reduction of the primary measurement
data on Te, obtained on Ariel-1 during the period
from 28 April to 22 August 1962,[42>4e] it can be seen
that T e increases with altitude in the entire interval
of the investigated altitudes and at any local time
(this does not agree with the theoretical models of
Hanson and Dalgarno[14>15:!, according to which there
should be no increase of T e with altitude in the day-
time ionosphere at these altitudes, but can be recon-
ciled with the model of Geisler and Bowhill '-16-'), and
that T e also increases with increasing geomagnetic
latitude. It is noted in [ 4 2 ] that an increase in the
intensity of the ultraviolet solar radiation (an index
of which is the increase of S) causes an increase of
T e . In all cases it is noted that a negative correla-
tion exists between T e and the electron density n e

(and is fully explicable from the point of view of the
Hanson and Dalgardo theory, in connection with the
changes in the conditions of cooling of the electrons
with decreasing n e ) .

It is somewhat strange that the largest registered

values of T e reported in the published results of the
measurement of T e with Ariel-1 are values slightly
exceeding 2000°K, whereas rocket measurements
(see the preceding section) and measurements with
other satellites frequently gave T e ~ 3000°. We shall
return to this question later.

The diurnal variation of T e at different altitudes
did not contain, according to1-421, the "peak" observed
with the Explorer-8 near sunrise, but subsequently
Willmore *- again reviewed these results and found
the indicated peak of T g . According to'-46 , the mag-
nitude of this peak decreases with altitude (Fig. 13).
The authors of ̂  and'-46-' observed an appreciable
dependence of the distribution of Te at altitudes
400—1200 km on the geomagnetic field; the increase
of ne during the time of magnetic storms is always
accompanied by a decrease of T e ; changes of T e in
magnetic storms occur along the magnetic shells.
(We note that according to earlier rocket measure-
ments of Brace and Spencer t7' the magnetic dis-
turbances cause not a decrease but an increase of
Te.) Near the geomagnetic latitude 50° there is
noted a weakly pronounced maximum of T e .

Willmore [4e-' notes also that the negative correla-
tion of Te and n e are always observed during
nighttime, and also the change in the altitude gradient
of T e at ~600 km, near which the ionic composition
changes, show that these changes are connected with
changes in the rate of cooling of the electrons by
collision, and thus point to the existence of an active
heating mechanism under nighttime conditions. These
indications are particularly strongly pronounced at
lattitudes larger than 30°.

During the period close to the time when the
measurements of T e were made with Ariel-1, com-
parison of the short-duration measurements were
made at smaller altitudes with two satellites, the ap-
proximate orbit parameters of which are indicated in
the table (Sagalyn, Smiddy, and Bhargava [4?: i). The
authors of*- do not present exact measurement dates,
indicating only that they pertain to the time interval
June - July 1962. These measurements, carried out
with the aid of spherical probes screened by grids,
also revealed a clear-cut diurnal variation of Te,
with a peak near sunrise. The daytime values of
T e at altitudes 250—300 km were -3000°.

Brace, Spencer, and Dalgarno published in 1965
part of measurement results obtained with the aid of
cylindrical Langmuir probes on the Explorer-17
satellite '-48-'. This part of the results pertains essen-
tially to the period from 4 April to 10 July 1963, to
geographic latitudes from —30 to —50°, and to the
altitude interval from -260 to ~550 km. In addition,
certain data are presented corresponding to the
geomagnetic latitudes 10 and 60°.

In connection with the excentricity of the orbit of
Explorer-17, the authors of'-48-' resort, in the analysis
aimed at revealing the dependence of T e on various
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FIG. 13. Te measured at different altitudes and at different
local times with the aid of the satellite Ariel-1 ["].

factors, to simplifying assumptions. The main con-
clusions concerning the distribution of T e over the
altitude and the geomagnetic latitudes, concerning the
negative correlation of T e and ne , concerning the
existence of a nighttime source of heating the iono-
sphere, agree qualitatively with the deductions of the
authors of the measurements with Ariel-1. There
are, however, certain quantitative discrepancies.
Thus, the morning peak of T e is ~2700°, which is
much higher than the value determined on Ariel.
Noting, as Willmore did, the need for the existence
of an energy source producing the nighttime differ-
ence between Te and Tg, the authors of *-is' assume
that to explain the larger values of Te measured
with Explorer-17 at ~400 km it is necessary to have
an influx of heat ~20 eV-cm"3sec~1, which is five
times the amount required to explain the data of
Ariel-1, and that the flux of electrons with energy
~100 eV, corresponding to the energy flux
1 x io~2 erg-cm"2sec"1 , at a heating efficiency 0.1,
could explain the observed value of T e without con-
tradicting the data obtained in other geophysical ob-
servations.

The Explorer-22 satellite, launched in 1964, had
a circular orbit with large inclination (~80°). The
almost complete absence of changes in the altitude
and the rapid variations of the latitude at slow varia-
tions of the longitude make it practically an ideal
apparatus for the study of latitude variations of the

SOS 4OS 2OS O ZON 4ON SON
FIG. 14. Latitudinal variations of Te and ne, measured on the

satellite Explorer-22 [49].

3/7OO
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FIG. 15. Diurnal variations of Te observed on Explorer-22 ["']
and Ariel-1 [**], and also of ne measured on Explorer-22 [*']. All
data pertain to H = 1000 km and 40° geomagnetic latitude.

ionospheric parameters. The first results of the
measurements, obtained on this satellite with the aid
of Langmuir probes similar to those used in
Explorer-17 '-48-1 and in rocket experiments with
thermophysical probes ^ were published by Brace
and Reddy ^49 . Unlike the previously available data,
obtained from other satellites which reached lower
latitudes, Explorer-22 revealed not a monotonic in-
crease of T e with increasing latitude, but the p res -
ence of clear-cut latitudinal maxima of T e with in-
creasing southern geomagnetic latitude above ~60°
and the northern latitude above ~40°; at an altitude
of ~1000 km, T e does not increase but decreases
(Fig. 14).

Figure 15 shows the diurnal variation of Te (from
the data of Explorer-22 - upper solid curve and
points [49]

,[43]
and from the data of Ariel-1 - lower solid

[49] xcurve L J J ) and of n e (from the data of Explorer-22L48J)
The plots pertain to an altitude ~1000 km and geo-
magnetic latitude 40°. The daytime values of Te,
determined from measurements on Explorer-22, ex-
ceed the corresponding values of T e as given by
Ariel-1 by approximately 1000°. The low values of
T e measured by Ariel-1 are difficult to explain,
since in 1962 the values of S were higher than in
1964, and according to '-46-1 T e increases with in-
creasing S.

One of the possible explanations of this discrep-
ancy between the results is the decrease of ne, which
apparently takes place in the ionosphere at all alti-
tudes with decreasing solar activity,* and the asso-
ciated deterioration of the electron-cooling conditions,
which causes an increase in T e . Another possible
cause may be connected with the peculiarities of the
reduction (particularly, averaging) of the data of
Ariel-1, which are difficult to assess, since the
"individual" values of the data corresponding to

*This is particularly corroborated by comparison of the nj data
obtained with the third Soviet satellite and with Kosmos-2 (see
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each individual orbit of Ariel-1, as already noted,
have not been published.

In all the mentioned satellites, the temperatures
of the charged particles were determined by different
modifications of probes. Some information on T e

and T^ can be obtained, however, by processing
ionograms obtained by pulsed radio sounding of the
ionosphere operated with the aid of ionospheric s ta-
tions mounted on the satellites (similar to Alouette).

As is well known, from the data obtained by sound-
ing the atmosphere upward, starting with the maxi-
mum of the F region, the value of n e decreases with
altitude. If we approximate n e (H) by an exponential
function

then He can be called the plasma altitude scale.
It can be shown (Watt^51-') that in a neutral iono-

sphere which is in diffusion equilibrium we have

OH dhi
where (m;) is the average ion mass, g the gravita-
tional acceleration, and k Boltzmann's constant.

We see from this expression that He is deter-
mined by five parameters of the ionosphere: Te , Ti,
3T e /9H, 3Ti/8H, and (mi). It is therefore difficult
to obtain any of the parameters by experimentally
determining He only.

Watt[51] determined He from ionograms obtained
with the aid of Alouette-1 for the altitude region from
400 to 900 km and for geomagnetic latitudes from
48°N to 78°N. He used a number of assumptions
simplifying the structure of the ionosphere and of
the processes occurring in it (in particular, he
assumed no horizontal gradients of ne, diffusion
equilibrium in the entire interval of altitudes under
consideration, thermal equilibrium between ions of
different masses). Some of the other assumptions
were based on Hanson's theoretical considerations
(it was assumed that Te = Tj at H = 800 km) and on
non-simultaneous rocket measurements of the ion-
mass spectrum by Taylor et al . t 5 2 j . On the basis of
such assumptions, Watt calculated the values of T e

and Ti as functions of the latitude in the altitude in-
terval 500—800 km for daytime and nighttime condi-
tions of the summer of 1963 and the Winter of
1963-1964. The latitude distributions of T e and Tj
obtained in'-51-' have maxima in the region of high
latitudes, recalling the maxima observed as the r e -
sults of measurements of T^ on the Explorer-22.

Although the ionograms obtained when sounding
the ionosphere upward undoubtedly contain informa-
tion concerning the temperatures of the charged
particles, and a data reduction similar to that car-
ried out by Watt '-51-' is advisable, it must be borne in
mind that the accuracy and reliability of the values
of Te and T^ obtained by such a method are much

lower than when these ionograms are used to deter-
mine ni or when T e and T^ are measured by probe
methods.

The only experiments in which T e were deter-
mined in the peripheral region of the ionosphere
(much higher than 1000 km) were carried out by
Serbu and Maier with the IMP-2 satellite with the
aid of a three-electrode flat charged-particle trap by
the retarding-potential method [53]. According to
their conclusions, which are based on an analysis of
data obtained during one-half year, T e increases
with altitude like ~R2 (where R is the geocentric
distance), and ne decreases like ~ l / R 3 down to
R ~ 5 R E ( R E - earth's radius). From R ~ 5Rg to
the apogee, which is equal to 15.9 Rg, T e varies
little, amounting to ~1—2 eV, and ne also changes
little.

These are very interesting and impressive results;
apparently, so far only a slight fraction of all the
data available to the authors has been reported. We
wish to note, however, that the results of '-53-' raise
certain questions which will probably be clarifed in
later publications. Thus, it is not quite clear with
which accuracy the T e was determined from the
probe characteristic in the case when T e is 0.1—
0.2 eV, since the retarding potential varies, assuming
discrete values spaced ~1 V apart. It is somewhat
difficult to explain the absence from all the altitude
distributions of n e obtained in1-531 of the "knee" -
the accelerated decrease of ne (or, equivalently, of
n^) near R ~ (4—5) R E . which was observed many
times by different methods and by three independent
groups of observers [36>20>2i]# Regardless of these
remarks (which can turn out to be insignificant in
light of further publications), however, the very fact
that an appreciable growth of T e with increasing
altitude has been observed in the peripheral region
of the ionosphere is very interesting.

It should be noted that no theoretical calculations
were made of T e( H) at altitudes on the order of
several times R E ; the only theoretical work per-
taining to this problem is the already mentioned
article by Geisler and Bowhill '-19 , who considered
the variation, along a geomagnetic tube of the tem-
perature of an ionospheric plasma heated by fast
photoelectrons rising along the tube from the F
region; a calculation made for a geomagnetic tube
crossing the 1000 km level at geomagnetic latitude
~40° yielded an almost isothermal distribution of Te

along the tube (up to the tube length ~8000 km) with
temperatures ~3000°K (under conditions of minimum
solar activity). This calculation does not contradict
the measurement data reported in ^ , but does not
predict the growth of T e with altitude observed in [53 ] .

Of course, the photoelectrons with honest energy
can rise along the geomagnetic force lines with small
energy losses, since their cross section qi for in-
teraction with the ions decreases approximately like
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v e
4 ( w h e r e v e is the e lec t ron veloci ty) , and poss ibly

it is they which cause the high t e m p e r a t u r e s of the
p l a sma in the pe r iphe ra l pa r t of the ionosphere . One
cannot exclude, however, the exis tence of some
the rma l connection between this highest pa r t of the
ionosphere and the so la r -wind p lasma , the energy of
which pene t ra t e s into the magnetosphere by some
mechanism (for example, that proposed by D e s s l e r
and Walter [ 5 4 ] o r cons idered by B l o c k [ 5 5 ] ) .

It is obvious that to es tabl i sh the source of heating
of the pe r iphe ra l region of the ionosphere it will be
n e c e s s a r y to per form new investigations (both ex -
per imenta l and theore t ica l ) .

V. CONCLUSION

In the beginning of this review we a l ready noted
that it makes no re ference a t all of the numerous and
therefore exceedingly valuable t empera tu re data ob-
tained as a resu l t of land-based observat ions (in
pa r t i cu la r , those repor ted in^ 6 ' 5 7 - 1 ) . This was done
not only to be able to avoid as much as poss ib le dup-
l icat ion with Evans ' e s review ^ , but a l so because, in
the au thor ' s opinion, it is in teres t ing to see what
conclusions can be drawn regard ing the pa r t i c le
t e m p e r a t u r e s in the ionosphere by using only the r e -
sul ts of exper iments c a r r i e d out with the aid of in-
s t rumen t s c a r r i e d by rocke t s and s a t e l l i t e s .

These conclusions turn out to be as follows:
The mos t re l iable a r e d i r ec t m e a s u r e m e n t s of

Tg c a r r i e d out with the aid of m a s s s p e c t r o m e t e r s
and with the aid of observat ions of f luorescence of K,
Na, and A1O. These m e a s u r e m e n t s a r e not plentiful.
Almost al l the measu red values of To- in the alt i tude
interval from 100 km to ~200 km inc rease with a l t i -
tude . The dependence of Tg on the intensi ty of the
so l a r shor t -wave radiat ion (charac te r i zed by the flux
of dec ime te r radiat ion S) apparent ly i nc r ea se s with
inc reas ing alt i tude (to ~300 km). The values of Tg
m e a s u r e d by d i rec t methods ag ree quite sa t i s fac tor i ly
with theore t ica l models based on the r e su l t s of ob -
servat ion of sa te l l i te decelera t ion .

Many of the considered resu l t s of the m e a s u r e -
ments of Tg e i ther point to the exis tence of an i s o -
the rmal zone at al t i tudes H ~ 200—300 km (the
m a s s - s p e c t r o m e t r i c exper iments of 1961 ^ and of
1963—1964'•8-'), or e l se do not contradict its exis tence
(exper iments on measur ing the broadening of the
resonance l ines of K, Na, and A1O [25 26i) and point
to a dependence of the alt i tude and of the t empera tu re
of this zone on S and on the local t ime . Nonetheless ,
these data a r e not plentiful enough to s ta te that such
a zone always ex i s t s .

There is a communicat ion repor t ing deviations
from i so thermy at these al t i tudes (possibly of sho r t
durat ion and therefore not revea led a s a r e su l t of
observat ions averaged over prolonged per iods ^28*).
The values of To- a t the heights of the i so the rma l

zone, de te rmined with the aeronomic sate l l i te
Explorer -17 , a r e cha rac te r i zed by a considerable
sca t t e r , and the r e su l t s of the final analys is of the
causes of this s c a t t e r have not yet been published.

Measuremen t s of Tj on sa te l l i tes and rockets a r e
quite few. Daytime values of Tj a r e much lower than
the values of T e at al t i tudes 200 km < H
< 400 km [32>34;l and at al t i tudes 400—600 km [33], where
the p re sence of a considerable s c a t t e r of Tj from
day to day (amounting to severa l dozen of hundreds
of degrees) has been establ ished; the re is a tendency
for Ti to i nc r ea se with increas ing lati tude [33] At
alt i tudes H ~ 5000—8000 km, Ti i s in any case
lower than 9000—10 OOO°[35]. No d i rec t s imultaneous
m e a s u r e m e n t s of Tj and Tg were made .

Measu remen t s of T e on rockets and sa te l l i tes
a r e much fewer in number than m e a s u r e m e n t s of Tg
and T j . There i s no the rma l equi l ibr ium a t al t i tudes
200 km in the daytime ionosphere ( T e > T^ > T g )
([T>45>9>1(|] and e l sewhere) . In the nighttime iono-
sphere , t he r e is l ikewise no the rma l equ i l ib r ium^ 4 6 ' 4 8 .
In 1961, daytime T e ( H ) profi les were obtained with
maxima of T e a t al t i tudes ~220km [ 7 - ' ; these were
close in form to the theore t ica l models of '-13-' and .
During 1962 and la ter , mos t daytime m e a s u r e m e n t s
at al t i tude H ~ 220 km revea led an i nc r ea se of T e

with altitude £34-41.43] (although one T e ( H) profile
was obtained in 1963 with a maximum of T e a t
H ~ 250 km m ) . It is poss ible that the form of the
T e ( H) profi le at al t i tudes H s 1000 km va r i e s with
the phase of the so la r -ac t iv i ty cycle, as follows from
theore t ica l calculat ions '•i6'; a final confirmation of
this can be obtained by measu r ing T e ( H) during the
t ime of the next so lar -ac t iv i ty max imum.

Rocket measu remen t s of T e ( H) during the t ime
of the s o l a r ec l ipse on 20 July 1963 (and s imu l t an -
eous rocket measu remen t s of the intensity of the
shor t -wave s o l a r radiation in different sect ions of
the spect rum) offer convincing evidence that the
main source of heating of e lec t rons in the daytime F
region is s o l a r radiat ion, s ince the e lec t rons in the
E region, which is ionized by x r ays from the sun,
have a different main source of heating (possibly,
the e lec t r i c field) [37'38].

The exis tence of a peak in the diurnal var ia t ion of
T e has been es tabl ished n e a r sun r i s e C45>46>47]; this
peak d e c r e a s e s with increas ing alt i tude ^ieK

In mos t measu remen t s , an inverse cor re la t ion
between T e and n e is observed t46'49^.

Magnetic per turba t ions lead to an inc rease of T e

according to the rocket m e a s u r e m e n t s ^\ and to a
dec rea se according to m e a s u r e m e n t s on the A r i e l - 1
sa te l l i te '-4G . The published r e su l t s of m e a s u r e m e n t s
with rockets and sa te l l i tes do not make it possible to
draw c l e a r - c u t conclusions concerning the influence
of magnet ic d is turbances on T e .

The daytime distr ibution of T e over the geo -
magnet ic lat i tudes has a maximum n e a r the equator
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at an altitude of ~1000 km, and maxima near
L ~ 40°N and L ~ 50°S. During the nighttime, these
maxima shift towards higher geomagnetic latitudes'-49-1.

It has been observed that in the peripheral part of
the ionosphere (at H » 1000 km), T e increases with
altitude in proportion to R2 ( R - geocentric distance),
rising to 10 000—20 000° at altitudes -25 000 km [ 5 3 ] .
No theoretical models for this region have been
published as yet.
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